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Neutron

Significance: cornerstone in the understanding of the hadronic structure, central role in 
cosmological theories, it’s properties offer valuable constraints in searches for new physics

e.g.  consider the delicate difference for the neutron – proton mass (~0.1%) ; tremendous consequences

was it the other way around, very much different Universe (without hydrogen, water, stable 
long-lived stars which use hydrogen as a nuclear fuel, …) 

It is important to access the neutron properties with a high level of precision  

The charge radius is one of the system’s most basic properties

Precision is required in the determination of its properties in order to achieve the required level 
of understanding – consequence of the system dynamics & the interactions of the constituents

Central role in the understanding of nature; equivalent to the proton, but a much more 
difficult system to study in the lab

This talk: Status of the neutron charge radius measurements

New results

Prospects



Status of the <rn2> measurments

PDG compilation: 

PDG data exhibit large tensions à systematics

PDG: averages measurements that disagree
à PDG average <rn

2> uncertainty is elusive

World data results are compiled in two groups:

The <rn
2> is based on one method of extraction à measurement of bne using Pb, Bi, …(very indirect method)

5σ unresolved discrepancies

(Garching-Argonne)

(Dubna)

e.g. PRC 56, 2229 (1997) ; Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 55, 27 (2005) ; PRD 77 034020 (2008) …

è Translated directly into <rn
2> extraction discrepancies 

Underestimated systematics of the bne method
have been acknowledged in the literature 

Measurements are rather old; 
PDG value remains the same for 2 decades

Only a fraction of the world data is considered 
(unclear why in some cases)



5σ unresolved discrepancies in bne

è Translated directly into <rn
2> extraction discrepancies 

<rn2> extraction from bne

bne <rn2> GEn

Employing a different method to measure a quantity
ensures the “honesty” of the measurement, can resolve discrepancies, reveal surprises, …  

path #1 path #2

<rn
2> = 3 (me αο/mn) bne



Double polarization observables

Polarized deuterium, 3He targets & polarized electron beam
Quasi-elastic electron scattering

<rn2> extraction from GEn

Limitations in the precision of the GEn measurements & 
in the low Q2 coverage towards a high precision extraction of <rn

2> 

GEn determination:

In the absence of 
a free neutron target:

What we need:
Fit Gn

E at Q2à0



<rn2> extraction from GEn

PRC 83, 055203 (2011)
T.R. Gentile & C.B. Crawford

Severe limitations in the <rn
2> extraction 

Parametrizations do not have sufficient 
freedom to fit the radius, without 
constraining or compromising the fit.



bne

<rn
2>

?

<rn
2>  ßà GEn slope at Q2

cannot be precisely constrained

GEn data



Nucleon charge radii from the u- and d-quark distributions

The neutron (and proton) charge radius is related in a model independent way 
to the transverse mean-square radii of the flavor dependent quark distributions

The TMSR of the u– and d-quark distributions can be determined through a 
collective analysis of the Gp

E, Gp
M, Gn

E, Gn
M experimental data

A path for the simultaneous extraction of <r2
p> and <r2

n>

Flavor decomposition of the nucleon EM form factors  è <b2
u(d)> 



Flavor decomposition of the elastic nucleon EM FFs at high Q2

Focusing on the study of the u- and d-quark distributions at high-Q2, scaling …



Flavor decomposition of the elastic nucleon EM FFs at low Q2

LQCD

Data (p-FF experiments)
Data (n-FF experiments)

Eur. Phys. J. A 57, 65 (2021) 

Proton

Neutron

Same procedure but 
focusing at low-Q2



Flavor decomposition of the elastic nucleon EM FFs at low Q2

We need to determine the slope of F1
u(d) at Q2à0

so that we can derive the <b2
u(d)>

A variety of functional forms is employed to fit the data: 

polynomial, (pol + dip), (pol x dip), rational

Stability of fits is observed for
different orders in the fitted
functions

F1u and F1d are fitted simultaneously, 
each time with the same functional form

A systematic uncertainty is quantified
from the variance of the fitted
results within each group of functions



Flavor decomposition of the elastic nucleon EM FFs at low Q2

Stability of the fits is observed for a
varying fitting range: Q2=0 to Q2max

A systematic uncertainty is quantified from the
variance of the fitted results for a varying Q2max

Q2
max (GeV/c)2

Fitted results 
per group of functions

Q2max

Fitting range
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The <r2n> is found in agreement with the results of the bne method

Precision is not sufficient to resolve among the discrepancies

Flavor decomposition of the elastic nucleon EM FFs at low Q2

(e-scatt.)

(e-scatt.)

H. Atac, M. Constantinou, Z.E. Meziani, M. Paolone, N.S
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Fitting without the PRad data:
fit is driven primarily by the MAMI data

<rp>=0.857(13) (fm) 

A small <rp> is derived: 
no discrepancy is observed in the extraction from the
different e-scattering experiments (i.e. MAMI vs PRad)

Flavor decomposition of the elastic nucleon EM FFs at low Q2

(e-scatt.)

(e-scatt.)

(Fig: J. Bernauer)



An alternative path to access <rn
2> 

Long known connection between the GEn and the N-to-Δ quadrupole transition FFs

Was initially exploited in reverse

i.e. to infer information for the N-Δ transition FFs while they were not yet very well measured

15 years later:  the N-Δ TFFs can be accessed at lower Q2 and with higher 
precision, compared to the current GEn measurements 

Multiple theoretical relations & experimental data 
allow the validation of the theoretical framework 



HRS
HRS JLab / Hall-A

N-to-Δ measurements at low Q2

Η(e,e’p)πo
po

High resolution spectrometers

High precision cross section measurements

Sequential settings (θ, Φ)



Phys. Rev. D76. 93, 111501(R) (2007) 

Connection between the GEn and the N-to-Δ FFs

GEn ←→ (C2 / M1)

GEn ←→ (E2 / M1)

Large-Nc relations (Pascalutsa & Vanderhaeghen)

Two relations involving 2 different
observables
à allows to check the validity of the
theoretical framework

Theoretical uncertainty ~15%
à Propagates to a GEn uncertainty



Connection between the GEn and the N-to-Δ FFs
GEn / GMn ←→ C2 / M1 Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 212301 (2004) 

Ratios are related due to the underlying spin-flavor symmetry and
its breaking by spin-dependent two- and three-quark currents

Theoretical correction (nb) is ~10% (i.e. it reduces the GEn/GMn ratio by
nb~1.1) mainly due to third order SU(6) breaking terms (three-quark
currents) omitted in the relation between GMn and GM1N-Δ

This can be tested with the
GEn/GMn and C2/M1 world data

parametrize the 
two world-data sets 

& derive nb(Q2)

World data: GEn / GMn

This work (nb=1)

LQCD



Connection between the GEn and the N-to-Δ FFs
GEn / GMn ←→ C2 / M1 Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 212301 (2004) 

Ratios are related due to the underlying spin-flavor symmetry and
its breaking by spin-dependent two- and three-quark currents

Theoretical correction (nb) is ~10% (i.e. it reduces the GEn/GMn ratio by
nb~1.1) mainly due to third order SU(6) breaking terms (three-quark
currents) omitted in the relation between GMn and GM1N-Δ

This can be tested with the
GEn/GMn and C2/M1 world data

parametrize the 
two world-data sets 

& derive nb(Q2)

World data: GEn / GMn

This work (nb=1)

LQCD One can conservatively 
consider  nb = 1.1 +/- 0.1



Nature Comm. 12, 1759 (2021)

Theoretical variance of the
results is quantified as δGE

n

GEn extraction 
from N-to-Δ TFFs

Hall-A, MAMI
CLAS

Final Results

Hall-A, MAMI                                   
CLAS                             
World data:  GEn



<rn2> extraction

Fits nearly indistinguishable

We need to parametrize GEn
so that we can fit to the data:

Nature Comm. 12, 1759 (2021)
H. Atac, M. Constantinou, Z.E. Meziani, M. Paolone, N.S



<rn2> extraction with fits constrained at low Q2

Consistent result for <rn
2> but with larger uncertainties

(model dependence due to the choice of the fitted functional form)

Fit within a Q2 range where GEn is monotonic

Explore a varying fitting range in Q2

Explore a variety of functional forms

Results for different 
choices of functions
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updated neutron 
charge density

quark densities (IMF)

Updates the world data average:
<rn

2> = -0.1152 +/- 0.017 (fm2)
Improves the  uncertainty by 23%



The appearance of a negative region around 
the center of the neutron charge distribution 
is a manifestation of the contribution induced 

by the rest frame magnetization

Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 232002 (2020) 

C. Lorce’

Charge distributions of moving nucleons



<rn2> extraction from a precise calculation of the deuteron structure radius

PRL 124, 082501 (2020)
A.A. Filin, V. Baru, E. Epelbaum, H. Krebs, D. Moller, P. Reinert

Determination of the deuteron structure radius in 
chiral effective field theory

Employing atomic data for the difference of the 
deuteron and proton charge radii

PRA 97, 062511 (2018)

PRL 124, 082501 (2020)



JLab LOI 12-20-002
Projected measurements

Future prospects



Conclusion

Thank you!

✓ After 2 decades of stagnation, progress in the determination of the neutron charge 
radius

Discrepancies in the <rn
2> extraction have been addressed

We now have an alternative path to access this quantity;
Important, considering the <rn

2> discrepancies, as well as our recent experience 
with the proton

Path for the further improvement of the <rn
2> extraction; new experiments

✓ Accessing the neutron & proton charge radius through the TMSR of the quark 
distributions appears to be a robust way for the charge radius extraction from 
the FF data; 

Resolves the <rp> fitting discrepancies from the different e-scattering data-sets:
no proton radius puzzle in e-scattering


